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Week 3 Newsletter
Happy Week 3! We'd love for you to come visit our office space on first floor Sudikoff! As a gentle reminder, please make sure to respect the space and keep it clean!
Take a Professor To Breakfast/Lunch

Did you know that you can take a professor to breakfast/lunch once a term at ’53 Commons or Pine for free? Take advantage of this amazing opportunity! For more information and to request a voucher, click here!
Staff Spotlight: Rosalyn C. Goveia

This week, we're spotlighting Rosalyn C. Goveia, the program coordinator for Allen House! We encourage you to reach out to our network of first-generation professors and explore our directory here!
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FGO Events

- [1/31] FGO Community Dinner
- ASC and FGO Tutoring
Career Coaching with Janice Williams

Prepare To Launch

- [1/22] P2L Grow Your Strengths Workshop
- Go Beyond LinkedIn to Find Opportunities
- Explore NSF Research Experiences at Other Colleges and Universities This Summer

Campus Events

- [1/16] Panel & Reception: Osage Nation Leaders and Artists in Conversation

Career Corner

- [1/16] Dartmouth Engineering Virtual Career Fair Drop-In Hours
- [1/16] Magnuson Student Leadership Board Hosts: Jay Batchu
- [1/17] Golman Sachs Interview Process Overview
- [1/19] Dartmouth Winter Virtual Career Fair
- [1/25] Dartmouth Engineering Virtual Career Fair
- [1/31] Dickey Center's "Build Your Own" Internship
- [2/1] Dartmouth-American University of Kuwait Program Funded Leave-Term Internships
- [2/7] CPD Funding for Experimental Learning & Unpaid Internships
- [2/12] DCSI Social Impact Internship Funding
- [2/21] Irving Institute Student Grants
- Find a Job Through Dartmouth Student Employment!
- DEI Picks for Diverse Student Populations!

Scholarships & Fellowships

- [1/23] Mellon-Mays Undergraduate Fellowship Program Info Session
- [1/28] The 2024 Lime Connect Fellowship Program
- [1/31] UGAR Research Grants for Leave-Term and Honors Thesis
- [1/31] Neukom Scholars Program
- UGAR Conference Travel Funds

Health, Wellness, & Resources

- Join CoFIREd!
- Accessing Mental Health Crisis Services
[1/31] FGO Community Dinner

**When:** Wednesday, January 31st  
**Time:** 6:00 - 7:00 p.m.  
**Where:** Collis Common Ground  
*Register here!*

ASC and FGO Tutoring  

Registration for ASC Group Tutoring opens on **Friday, January 12th at 5:00 p.m.**  

Registration for FGO Individual tutoring opens on **Friday, January 12th at 5:00 p.m.**

[1/16] Dartmouth Engineering Virtual Career Fair Prep Drop-In Hours  

Looking for prep support for Thayer's Virtual Winter Engineering Career Fair on Thursday, January 25?  

**When:** Tuesday, January 16th  
**Time:** 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.  
**Where:** MacLean 113 or Zoom  
*Register here!*

[1/23] Mellon-Mays Undergraduate Fellowship Program Info Session  

Attend the MMUFP Info Session/Application Workshop [Hybrid]!  

**When:** Tuesday, January 23rd  
**Time:** 6:30pm - 7:30 p.m.  
**Where:** Baker 102 (or via Zoom: [link])  
*For more information and to apply, visit [here](#). Application is due February 15, 2024.*

[1/28] The 2024 Lime Connect Fellowship
For more information and to see which program is right for you, check out our website!

Career Coaching with Janice Williams

Start the term off right by scheduling a meeting with Janice Williams to discuss internships, careers, and future plans! Register via her calendly here!

Join us for food, conversation, and entrepreneurial career advice. Dartmouth alum Jay Batchu D’18, Th’20, Th’21 will give a talk about the intersections of venture capital, entrepreneurship, and biotechnology.

When: Tuesday, January 16th
Time: 7:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Where: Magnuson Center, ECSC building, Suite 001
Register here!

Prepare To Launch

[1/17] Goldman Sachs Interview Process Overview

When: Wednesday, January 17th
Time: 9:45 - 10:30 a.m.
Where: CPD
Register here!

Program

This flagship program in the U.S. designed for highly accomplished rising juniors with disabilities.

For more information and to apply, visit here.

Applications are due January 28th, 2024.

[1/31] UGAR Research Grants for Leave-Term and Honors Thesis

Apply for UGAR funding! Check out this link for more information and to apply.

Applications for Spring Term research are due January 31st, 2024.

[1/31] Neukom Scholars Program

This program funds enrolled undergraduates engaged in
[1/22] P2L Grow Your Strengths Workshop

Virtually join Janice Williams/FGO and fellow first-gen community members and discover what are your strengths and explore the basics of how to incorporate them in career planning and leadership development.

**When:** Monday, January 22nd  
**Time:** 7:00 p.m.  
**Where:** Zoom  
Register here!

Looking for an internship or a full-time job? Interested in Graduate School options? Don't miss this great opportunity to meet top employers from various industries along with Graduate Schools looking to showcase their programs.

**When:** Friday, January 19th  
**Time:** 1:00 - 4:00 p.m.  
**Where:** Virtual  
[Visit here](#) for more information and to apply.

Applications are due on January 31st, 2024.

[1/25] Dartmouth Engineering Virtual Career Fair

You are invited to Thayer's Virtual Winter Career Fair 2024! Whether you are still looking for a job/internship or you already have landed something, this is an excellent opportunity to build your network. Most employers have openings for summer internships or full-time roles, and ALL of them want to meet you in a 1:1 and/or group setting.

**When:** Thursday, January 25th  
**Time:** 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.  
**Where:** Virtual  
Register here!

For more information and to apply, visit here.

UGAR Conference Travel Grants

Is there a national conference in your plans for 2024? Receive up to $500 for undergraduates to present your research at a national conference or an undergraduate research conference.

Applications are due (at minimum) two weeks before the date of the conference.
Opportunities

We have 3 free and amazing tools that we want to share with you that will definitely expand your search for outstanding career opportunities:

1. Thanks to rise first, an incredible resource that promotes first-generation, low-income success, here is an outstanding list of 1000+ organizations to consider if you're looking for an internship, analyst program, rotational program, or leadership development program.

   Again, check out Gorick Ng's list of Employers with Dedicated Early Career Talent Programs.

2. Cawley Career Education Center's Leadership Development & Rotational Programs spreadsheet. It may be a little dated (2022/2023 academic year) but still its full of relevant opportunities.

   Check out this resource HERE.

3. And finally, github has this spreadsheet of Summer 2024 software, tech, CS, PM, and quant internships

[1/31] Dickey Center's "Build Your Own" Internship

With a "build your own" leave term internship, the Dickey Center allows you to create your own experience with an organization that fits your interests, skills, and timeframe.

For more information and to apply, visit here.

Applications are due January 31st, 2024.

[2/1] Dartmouth-American University of Kuwait Program Funded Leave-Term Internships

Join CoFIRED!

CoFIRED is an absolutely wonderful student-founded organization supporting undocumented students and families (that successfully petitioned the Library of Congress to remove "illegal alien" from its search database) -- they are excited for new members, and you can learn more and indicate interest at this link!

Accessing Mental Health Resources
managed by the Pitt Computer Science Club and Simplify!

Check out these resources HERE.

Explore NSF Research Experiences at Other Colleges and Universities this Summer

Would you like to receive a grant to spend your Summer term researching a project with faculty and ten or so other student researchers?

Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) is a competitive summer research program for U.S. undergraduates who are studying science, engineering or mathematics and want to work in the research programs at host institutions. These programs are NSF sponsored and are hosted by various universities.

Deadlines are approaching fast. Explore this REU Site page for research opportunities and application

Internships at AUK allow Dartmouth students to gain professional experience in an international location while contributing to the development of a liberal arts university in a key part of the world. Slots available: 4 (two per term)

Duration: 9 weeks
Terms offered: Fall 2024 and Spring 2025
Funding: $4K +lodging

For more information and to apply, visit here.

Applications are due February 1st, 2024.

Uhelp Crisis Line (Uhelp is a service of Uwill): 833-646-1526
Counseling Center: 603-646-9442

- During regular business hours: Identify that you would like to speak to the Counselor On-Call
- After regular business hours: Choose option 1 or 2 from the voicemail prompts
  - Option 1: Transfer directly to a Uhelp crisis provider
  - Option 2: Transfer to DOSS (SNS) or a Dick's House nurse

NH Rapid Response Access Point: call or text 833-710-6477
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: call or text 988

Stop by the First-Gen Office!

First Floor Sudikoff
Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH 03755

Hours: 24/7
Please respect the space!
details and get ready to apply for an outstanding summer term experience.

Details can be found HERE.

Campus Events


This year’s theme, “Advancing Democracy through Dialogue,” focuses on how everyone has a voice! Sharing it and being heard are core tenets of democracies all over the world. Martin Luther King Jr.’s legacy gives us an opportunity to hear one another, learn how to work through our differences, and find common ground.

Check out this link for more information!

[2/12] DCSI Social Impact Internship Funding

Design your own in-person internship experience. Work to support the mission of a remarkable nonprofit, make an impact on an under-resourced community, advance yourself professionally, and receive first-rate mentorship from an alumni mentor. Pick an issue to engage more deeply or a skill you'd like to master and design your internship around that aspiration. Schedule an appointment with DCSI staff to build an effective project plan!

For more information and to apply, visit here.

Applications are due February 7th, 2024.
[1/16] Panel & Reception: Osage Nation Leaders & Artists in Conversation

Free Public Talk: Five guest from the Osage Nation including Marla Redcorn-Miller '89 share their experience in shaping the film Killers of the Flower Moon and the impact they hope it will have.

**When:** Tuesday, January 16th  
**Time:** 5:00 p.m.  
**Where:** Irving Institute  
*More info here!

Applications are due on February 12th, 2024.

[2/21] Irving Institute Student Grants

The Irving Institute offers grants up to $5,000 for enrolled undergraduate and graduate students who are advancing the Institute's mission of transforming humankind's understanding of energy issues, and driving the creation of ideas, technologies, and policies that improve the availability and efficient use of energy for all people.

For more information and to apply, *visit here.*

Applications are due on February 21st, 2024.
Through Dartmouth Student Employment!

Are you looking for a rewarding on-campus employment opportunity for this Summer or Fall term? Check out JobX for the latest job postings!

DEI Picks for Diverse Student Populations!

Sign-up for monthly DEI picks for our diverse student populations! The Center for Professional Development (CPD) and Thayer Engineering Career Services (ECS) have created mailing lists within Handshake to share pertinent career-related information to support Dartmouth’s diverse populations.

If you wish to receive information about career-related events and opportunities and self-identify with a diversity group, please visit the below pages to sign-up:

- Black students
- Disabled students
- First Gen/Low-Income students
- International student
• LatinX students
• LGBTQIA+ students
• Native and Indigenous students
• Pan Asian students
• Veteran students
• Womxn students
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